Abstract Thanks to the confluence of genome sequencing and bioinformatics, the number of metabolic databases has expanded from a handful in the mid-1990s to several thousand today. These databases lie within distinct families that have common ancestry and common attributes. The main families are the MetaCyc, KEGG, Reactome, Model SEED, and BiGG families. We survey these database families, as well as important individual metabolic databases, including multiple human metabolic databases. The MetaCyc family is described in particular detail. It contains well over 1,000 databases, including highly curated databases for Escherichia coli, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Mus musculus, and Arabidopsis thaliana. These databases are available through a number of web sites that offer a range of software tools for querying and visualizing metabolic networks. These web sites also provide multiple tools for analysis of gene expression and metabolomics data, including visualization of those datasets on metabolic network diagrams and overrepresentation analysis of gene sets and metabolite sets.
Introduction
A large number of metabolic databases have been developed during the last two decades to describe the known and predicted metabolism of a wide variety of organisms. Initially small in number, thousands of databases are now available and constitute an important resource for researchers in toxicology, metabolic engineering, drug discovery, and many other disciplines. This article surveys metabolic databases with an emphasis on the MetaCyc family.
It is the confluence of genome sequencing and bioinformatics that has yielded this large number of metabolic databases. Genome sequencing efforts have produced complete genome sequences for more than one thousand organisms to date, and the pace of sequencing is accelerating. Bioinformaticists have developed computational methods for predicting the locations and functions of genes in a sequenced genome, and the field of pathway bioinformatics has developed algorithms for predicting the presence of metabolic pathways in organisms with a sequenced genome. Methods for predicting gene functions and pathways take similar approaches: gene functions are predicted by programs that detect similarity between the sequences of newly sequenced genes and previously sequenced genes of known function. Analogously, computational pathway prediction methods recognize previously elucidated pathways based on the set of enzymes present in a genome.
Survey of metabolic databases
We classify metabolic databases into major families that reflect their lineage and similar properties. The first four database (DB) families in Table 1 have a shared lineage in that each one uses its own reference pathway database to computationally predict the pathways present in a sequenced organism. For example, each organism-specific DB in the MetaCyc family is derived from MetaCyc, and each organism-specific database in the KEGG family is derived from the KEGG reference pathway database. Note that many singleton DBs containing valuable information exist outside the families listed in Table 1 .
The databases within each of the DB families listed in Table 1 have common properties. They share a common DB schema, and the same set of software tools is used to query and manipulate the DBs in each family. DBs in each family also tend to share common methodologies, such as the approach to curation. The DBs in the BiGG family were not computationally derived from a common reference DB-each DB was created through a manual process. But these DBs do share a common lineage in that all were created by the group of Dr. B. Palsson at the University of California San Diego (Schellenberger et al. 2010) . The DBs in the Model SEED family (Henry et al. 2010) were created by the SEED team using a custom pipeline that involves a combination of automated and manual steps. In contrast, DBs within the KEGG (Kanehisa et al. 2010) and MetaCyc (Caspi et al. 2010 ) families [and Reactome, to a smaller degree (Croft et al. 2010 )] were created by many different research groups that made use of the KEGG or MetaCyc reference DBs and the KEGG or MetaCyc software tools. The KEGG and MetaCyc families each contain more than one thousand organisms from all domains of life.
Metabolic DBs differ along a number of other dimensions in addition to their family membership. We consider the following additional dimensions: the types of data they contain, and the amount of manual curation they have received.
Types of data available
The MetaCyc, KEGG, and Model SEED families provide genome data in conjunction with their metabolic data, such as genome map viewers and access to nucleotide and amino acid sequence data. Reactome and BiGG do not provide genome data. These tools allow users to view the chromosomal organization of genes coding for a given pathway. In addition, some databases within the MetaCyc family provide extensive regulatory data (e.g., EcoCyc).
KEGG and MetaCyc each provide approximately 9,000 biochemical reactions. Reactome provides 3,800 reactions for its human database, and the remaining databases are probably subsets of those 3,800 reactions since Reactome uses its human database as the reference for predicting reactions and pathways in other organisms.
The KEGG and MetaCyc families are based on fairly different notions of biological pathways (Green and Karp 2006) . KEGG reference pathways are typically mosaics of related pathways and reactions from multiple species. KEGG pathways are typically 3-4 times larger than are MetaCyc pathways because MetaCyc pathways attempt to model individual biological pathways from individual organisms. For example, the KEGG pathway called ''methionine metabolism'' combines pathways for the biosynthesis of methionine, charging of methionyl-tRNA, and conversion of methionine to other compounds such as N-formyl-methionine. MetaCyc defines pathways that correspond to a single biological function, are regulated as a unit, and are conserved through evolution.
Databases in the BiGG and Model SEED families differ from the other families in containing constraint-based equilibrium models of the metabolic networks of each organism. The models in BiGG were manually constructed, whereas those in Model SEED were constructed computationally. These models can be used to predict essential metabolic genes and to predict growth media for an organism. Similar models will be available for the MetaCyc family in the near future.
Curation level
The different families have different approaches to curation, meaning manual incorporation of information from Table 2 lists individual metabolic DBs that focus on a narrower range of data content than the DB families previously considered. The BRENDA DB contains extremely comprehensive information on individual enzymes, including reactions and compounds. It covers more than 79,000 individual reactions from 10,500 organisms, and the information in BRENDA is distilled from more than 100,000 references (Scheer et al. 2010 ). The ExplorEnz (McDonald et al. 2009 ) and ENZYME DBs (Bairoch 2000) describe the enzymes and enzyme-catalyzed reactions that have been classified by the enzyme nomenclature committee of the International Union of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology (the EC enzyme classification system). The RHEA database describes the EC classification system plus many additional enzyme-catalyzed reactions. UniPathway is a metabolic pathway database that uses RHEA reactions and is primarily designed to provide a structured controlled vocabulary for use in UniProt to describe the role of proteins in metabolic pathways. Table 3 describes the query, visualization, and analysis tools available through the web sites of each database family. Table 4 lists several human metabolic pathway databases and a curated metabolic pathway database for the mouse. Each of the human databases has a somewhat different focus, and none can claim to be comprehensive. Reactome (Croft et al. 2010 ) is a curated database that emphasizes human signaling pathways and contains some metabolic pathways. The Ingenuity Knowledge Base is a curated commercial database that spans signaling pathways, metabolic pathways, and protein interactions. Human Metabolome Database (HMDB) (Wishart et al. 2009 ) describes compounds found in humans. KEGG (Kanehisa et al. 2010 ) contains human pathway maps, but is not curated. GenMapp (Salomonis et al. 2007 ) contains diagrams of human pathways. Recon 1 (Duarte et al. 2007 ) is a constraint-based model of human metabolism. The Edinburgh Human Metabolic Network (Ma et al. 2007 ) and HumanCyc (Romero et al. 2004 ) are both DBs describing human metabolic pathways, enzymes, reactions, and compounds.
The MetaCyc family of metabolic databases
In conjunction with its role as a general reference on metabolism, the MetaCyc DB can be used as a reference DB for the PathoLogic component of the Pathway Tools software, which computationally predicts the metabolic network of any organism having a sequenced and annotated genome . In this automated process, a predicted metabolic network is created in the form of a Pathway/Genome Database (PGDB). MetaCyc has been used by SRI to create more than one thousand PGDBs (as of November 2010), which are available through the BioCyc web site at BioCyc.org. In addition, MetaCyc has been used by other scientists to create hundreds of additional PGDBs, many of which are available to the general public through the scientists' own web sites. Since PGDBs created in this fashion share many properties, we refer to them in this manuscript as the MetaCyc family of databases.
Common attributes of DBs within the MetaCyc family are as follows. (1) They share a common lineage in that all were initially derived from MetaCyc through computational prediction of their metabolic pathways with reference to the pathways in MetaCyc. Some of the databases ), a multiorganism PGDB that contains only plant information]. More specifically, MetaCyc contains metabolic pathways and enzymes from more than 2,000 organisms that have been curated from the experimental literature. MetaCyc contains only experimentally elucidated pathways, so as to provide a solid foundation for predicting the metabolic pathways of other organisms. In contrast, organism-specific PGDBs contain a mixture of computationally predicted pathways and (depending on the degree of curation) experimentally elucidated pathways and attempt to model the metabolic network of that organism as accurately as possible. For example, 67 experimentally elucidated pathways in MetaCyc (version 14.6) list Bacillus subtilis as a taxon known to possess the pathway. In contrast, the BioCyc PGDB for that Terms used in the table include Enrichment analysis: a tool for computing statistical enrichment of datasets, e.g., is a given set of genes enriched for known genes categories or for pathways. Choke point analysis: a tool for computing locations of metabolic choke points, which may identify potential drug targets. Metabolite Tracing: visual tracing of metabolites through metabolic network. Path Search: a tool that finds paths in the network that connect two user-specified metabolites. Reachability analysis: a tool that determines whether the network can produce specified products from specified input compounds a This tool is being phased out organism, BsubCyc (version 1.4), contains 219 pathways as well as the complete genome for that organism. Unlike MetaCyc, which does not contain sequence information, the organism-specific databases of the MetaCyc family include the full genome sequence and provide an excellent platform for the integration of genome information with many other types of data regarding metabolism, regulation, and genetics. We assign to PGDBs a rating of Tier 1, Tier 2, or Tier 3 to reflect the amount of manual curation that has been applied to that PGDB. Tier 3 PGDBs result from computational predictions only and underwent no manual curation. Tier 2 PGDBs have undergone less than 1 year of manual curation, and Tier 1 PGDBs have undergone more than 1 year of curation. Currently, there are only four Tier 1 databases-MetaCyc, EcoCyc, AraCyc and YeastCyc.
More than (Mazourek et al. 2009 ), and many pathogenic bacteria (Snyder et al. 2007 ) (see http://biocyc.org/otherpgdbs.shtml for a more complete list). Web server software included in Pathway Tools enables the publishing of PGDBs through either the Internet (Table 5) or an internal network, making it easy for users to disseminate the databases they create via a web site. In addition, a utility called the PGDB Registry, which is included in Pathway Tools, enables users to share their databases with other Pathway Tools users in a manner similar to file-sharing utilities, such as Napster TM .
BioCyc
BioCyc is a collection of more than 1,000 organism-specific PGDBs that is available from SRI via BioCyc.org. Most of these PGDBs were generated by SRI, although some were created by other groups and are hosted by SRI.
Interested scientists may adopt and curate existing PGDBs through the BioCyc web site (http://biocyc.org/intro. shtml#adoption). To adopt a PGDB is to assume ongoing responsibility for updating and improving its content.
The MetaCyc database
MetaCyc (MetaCyc.org) is a highly curated multiorganism database of small-molecule metabolism. MetaCyc is unique among metabolic pathway databases in that it only . The experimentally determined pathways and enzymes are tightly integrated with references, making MetaCyc a valuable resource in the field of metabolism, used by researchers from many disciplines, including biochemistry, molecular biology, biotechnology, bioinformatics, metabolic engineering, toxicology, and systems biology (Valdes et al. 2003; Kim et al. 2007; Aanensen et al. 2007; Bernal et al. 2009 ). The data in MetaCyc are derived from organisms representing all domains of life, with a particular emphasis on microbial and plant metabolism, and are backed by evidence codes and extensive commentary, which include citations of the original literature. MetaCyc contains a rich array of data content for metabolic pathways, reactions, compounds, enzymes, and genes ( Fig. 1) . This section surveys that content in more detail. Most of the same types of data are available for other curated PGDBs.
MetaCyc utilizes several ontologies, some of which were developed internally (for example, the pathway and cell component ontologies) and some developed externally (such as the NCBI organism taxonomy ontology). MetaCyc data are obtained from several sources. Most of the data MetaCyc also directly imports some data from other DBs: reactions assigned by the Enzyme Commission are imported from the ENZYME DB (Bairoch 2000) and from the ExplorEnz DB (McDonald et al. 2009 ), and some proteins (those that were imported from EcoCyc) contain protein feature data that were imported from UniProt.
Pathways
MetaCyc version 14.6 contains 1,642 metabolic pathways. The MetaCyc Pathway Ontology classifies these pathways according to their biological roles as shown in Table 6 . When the MetaCyc curators enter new pathways into the DB, they record one or more organisms in which the pathway has been studied experimentally. Table 7 shows the number of MetaCyc pathways occurring in the major taxonomic groups. Other information that curators enter for each pathway includes synonyms for the name of the pathway, the reactions and enzymes that compose the pathway, and a minireview summary describing the pathway. To facilitate use of MetaCyc to predict pathways in other organisms, curators also estimate which taxonomic groups are likely to contain the pathway and designate key reactions that the pathway predictor can use to differentiate this pathway from similar pathways. These similar pathways are called pathway variants within MetaCyc. MetaCyc often captures related forms of a given pathway that differ according to one or more reactions. The differences at the reaction level lead to the creation of new pathway variants since differences at the enzyme level are of course inevitable across different organisms. Variant pathways are indicated using Roman numerals, e.g., ''L-lysine degradation I.'' MetaCyc also includes superpathways, which are aggregations of multiple base pathways to illustrate how pathways connect to form larger units. An example superpathway is shown in Fig. 2 .
Reactions
MetaCyc version 14.6 contains 8,983 metabolic reactions. Of these, 5,446 reactions are assigned to metabolic pathways; the remaining reactions are not components of any pathway. Reactions may or may not have enzymes associated with them. Each reaction refers to its substrates as links to the corresponding compound entries in MetaCyc. Thus, each substrate is captured one time in MetaCyc and is referenced in every reaction using the same name and chemical structure. This basic principle of DB normalization ensures that MetaCyc does not contain duplicate information about the same compound and ensures that every compound will always have the same name and chemical structure in every reaction in which it appears.
Although typically the substrates of a reaction are all specific metabolic compounds, in many cases, it is desirable to describe a family of reactions that occur on a family of related substrates in a single reaction. This situation is handled by creating reactions whose substrates include compound classes. For example, the pathway ''fatty acid b-oxidation I'' includes the reaction (ACYLCOADEHY-DROG-RXN) shown in Fig. 3 , which involves two different compound classes. MetaCyc enumerates many or all of the instances of each compound class, i.e., if the user clicks on ''a 2,3,4-saturated fatty acyl CoA,'' the resulting page lists several specific compounds that are instances of 
Uses of the MetaCyc family of PGDBs
When combined with the Pathway Tool software, PGDBs offer sophisticated tools for query, navigation, and analysis. In this section, we will cover a few of those tools.
Searching a PGDB
The main objects that users query for in a metabolic database are compounds, reactions, pathways, genes, and proteins. Querying PGDBs can be performed at different levels and by different mechanisms.
Quick search
For simple searches, a ''quick search'' box is available at the upper right-hand corner of every web page. This type of Table 6 The MetaCyc Pathway Ontology, a hierarchical classification system for metabolic pathways large, Pathway Tools automatically displays them at a lower detail level, trying to fit the full diagram on the screen. In this example, enzymes, genes, and even some of the metabolite intermediates are not displayed. The user can click the ''More Detail'' button at the top to increase the detail level incrementally, adding all intermediates, enzymes, and finally metabolite structures to the display search queries all object types simultaneously and is useful if you know the name (or part of the name) or database identifier of the object for which you are searching. The quick search box can be used to search for genes, proteins, compounds, RNAs, reactions, pathways, operons, and GO terms. If the query string matches a single object, the page for that object will be displayed immediately. If there are multiple matches, the full list of matches will be shown, organized by the type of object. When users enter long text strings in the box, the search will return all objects that contain the text rather than match it exactly. To limit the results to exact matches, users can add the special flag search:exact at the end of the input string. For example, the search ''D-glucose search:exact'' will return the compound D-glucose, while the search ''D-glucose'' will return many results, for example, ''abscisic acid glucose ester biosynthesis''.
Intermediate-level searches
For intermediate searches, Pathway Tools provides specialized search pages for the main objects for which users may search-Compounds, Genes/Proteins/RNAs, Reactions and Pathways, available under the Search menu. While designing these pages, we tried to accommodate common search criteria that we estimated that users may wish to search for, making such searches simple and user-friendly. Each such page contains options for searching using a number of different criteria, either individually or in combination.
Compounds can be searched by name or ID, ontology (e.g., all compounds classified as a lipid), molecular weight, monoisotopic molecular weight (for mass spectroscopy), partial or full chemical formula, and by InChI strings. For example, searching HumanCyc compounds for the molecular mass 146.105 with 5% tolerance returns the two compounds L-lysine and D-lysine (see Fig. 4 ).
The Genes/Proteins/RNAs search page has many search options, including searching by name, database identifier, or the protein's EC number; by sequence length, replicon and/or gene map position; by a protein's molecular weight, pI, or small molecule regulator, cofactor, substrate or ligand; by evidence code, cellular location, GO term, MultiFun term, or by organism (when searching MetaCyc or other multiorganism PGDBs). It is also possible to search by publication, using a PubMed ID, author name, or an article title. For example, searching HumanCyc for publications by author ''Wilson PJ'' returns two articles, associated with the products of the IDS and TSC2 genes.
Reactions can be searched by EC number or name, substrates or products, and ontology.
Pathways can be searched by name, ontology, number of reactions, compounds that participate in the pathway, evidence code, organism (for multiorganism PGDBs), expected taxonomic range, and publication. For example, searching HumanCyc for pathways that contain the substrate L-lysine returns three pathways-two L-lysine degradation pathways and one tRNA charging pathway.
The results of all object searches are returned in the form of a table that contains the names of all objects that satisfy the search, with hyperlinks to their corresponding data pages, along with any additional columns relevant to the particular search. The results table can be sorted by any column, in either ascending or descending order (Fig. 5 ).
Other types of simple searches
Pathway Tools offers several additional search options under the search menu, including the search of the full web site for a text string using Google Search (available only for websites that have been indexed by Google), browsing the different ontologies, and performing sequence searches using BLAST (currently not available in MetaCyc). 
Advanced queries
For more complex searches, users can use the Advanced Search tool, which permits writing queries that combine data from multiple organisms or multiple types of objects. To enable this powerful query tool, a dedicated query language, named BioVelo, has been developed .
The structured advanced query page (SAQP)
The Structured Advanced Query Page (SAQP) enables the user to compose complex queries by selecting options from pull-down menus and combining them with simple text strings entered into text boxes. This interface enables the user to formulate a query without knowing the underlying query language. While not representing the full capabilities of the BioVelo language, this interface provides a simple way to construct a powerful range of queries.
In addition to composing the query, a user can specify the exact output format for the results by specifying any number of output columns and assigning the desired data fields to each column. Users can also select between HTML output, which permits viewing the results immediately in the web browser, and a text tabulated file that can be imported into spreadsheet programs. For example, searching HumanCyc for proteins curated with GO terms that contain the word ''lysine'' returns a list of 25 proteins that meet these criteria.
Navigation within PGDBs
A key feature of PGDBs served by Pathway Tools is connectivity among data objects. Almost all object displays are clickable, making it easy to navigate from one object to a related object. For example, in addition to displaying a chemical structure, links to other databases, and other compound-related data, the compound pages in PGDBs also include a list of all the reactions in the database in which the compound participates, as well as the pathways that include these reactions. Both the reactions and the pathway names are clickable, making it very easy to navigate from the compound page to the pathways that include that compound. Similarly, reaction pages list all the enzymes known to catalyze the reaction, the genes that encode those enzymes, and the pathways that include the reaction. Gene pages include the transcription units that Fig. 4 Searching HumanCyc for several monoisotopic molecular weights, with specified tolerance of 5 ppm. This type of search is useful for analysis of compounds identified by mass spectroscopy, enabling the researchers to find candidate compounds known to exist in the organism and to learn about their roles in the metabolic network contain the gene as well as a diagram of the gene local content, the enzyme encoded by the gene, the reactions catalyzed by the enzyme, relevant pathways, and buttons that allow the user to display the organism's genome browser centered around the gene, display sequence information, compare orthologs from multiple organisms, and align orthologous genes in a multi-genome browser.
To make browsing and navigating even easier, the Pathway Tools pages include several diagrams that link objects in a graphical way. For example, gene-reaction schematics integrate genes, gene products, protein complexes, and the reaction(s) catalyzed by them. Again, each component of the diagram is a clickable hyperlink. A regulation summary diagram, displayed on every protein page in databases that contain regulatory information, integrates all available information about regulators of the gene and gene product, including transcriptional, translational, and post-translational regulation (Fig. 6 ).
Analysis and display tools
Pathway Tools provides a plethora of data analysis and visualization capabilities to the MetaCyc family of PGDBs, including overview diagrams, ChIP-chip data visualization, omics viewers, enrichment analysis, comparative analysis of different organisms, and dead-end metabolite analysis.
The genome browser
The genetic elements (replicons) of the organism can be viewed by a dedicated viewer called the Genome Browser that is built into the Pathway Tools software and can be invoked using the web menu bar command Tools ? Genome Browser (this tool is available for all PGDBs with the exception of MetaCyc, since the latter does not contain genome information). The user can specify the region of the element to be viewed, using either exact coordinates, or through zooming and lateral translation Fig. 5 Query results. This figure shows the results of a search of the HumanCyc PGDB for proteins curated with the GO term 0006096-glycolysis. The results are returned in a table, where each result is a hyperlink to the actual object. By clicking the triangles next to each column heading, it is possible to sort the table according to the data in that column, in either ascending or descending order navigational controls at the upper left. The browser distinguishes between protein-coding genes, RNA genes, and open reading frames and indicates the transcription direction of the genes. Depending on the level of detail, the browser can show additional information. For example, at the ''operons'' level, the browser depicts the transcription units (a different color indicates whether the transcription unit is based on computational prediction or experimental evidence). At the ''genes'' level, the browser adds transcription start sites and terminator binding sites. The user can display positional data (such as predicted promoters) by using the tracks feature (see Data Tracks Visualization below).
The Comparative Genome Browser (accessible from a gene page by the ''Align in Multi-Genome Browser'' button) is a different implementation of the Genome Browser with which the user can compare several replicons simultaneously side by side, allowing easy visual comparison of related organisms to observe similarities and differences in their gene arrangements (Fig. 7) .
Overview diagrams
The overview diagrams integrate information to provide system-level views of molecular machinery in a single diagram. Three such diagrams are available-a cellular overview, a regulatory overview, and a genome overview. Again, these tools are not available for MetaCyc since it does not describe a single organism.
The cellular overview
The Cellular Overview diagram (Fig. 8) depicts the biochemical machinery of the organism and is invoked using Tools ? Cellular Overview. It displays all the metabolic pathways in the PGDB, along with transporters and enzymatic reactions that are not included in pathways. Each node in the diagram represents a single compound, and each line represents a single reaction. The border drawn around the Overview depicts the cytoplasmic membrane and contains embedded transport proteins. Where possible, transporters are positioned in the membrane so as to be near some of the metabolic reactions into which their substrates feed. In the overview for Gram-negative bacteria, both the inner and outer membranes are shown. Periplasmic reactions and proteins are depicted in the space between the two membranes at the right of the diagram.
The diagram can be magnified using the zoom ladder at the upper left. The diagram can be interrogated in many ways, allowing users to highlight sets of data according to their specifications, with the commands under the Cellular Overview menu.
The regulatory overview
The Regulatory Overview diagram enables the user to visually analyze the regulatory relationships between genes (Tools ? Regulatory Overview). Each node represents a gene, and arrows represent a regulatory interaction between the product of one gene and the transcription of another. Since regulatory information cannot be predicted computationally in an accurate manner, this functionality is available only in PGDBs where such information has been entered manually.
The genome overview
The Genome Overview diagram describes the full genome in a compact diagram (Tools ? Genome Overview).
The Omics viewers
The Cellular Omics Viewer (Cellular Overview ? Overlay Experimental Data) builds on the overview diagrams by Fig. 6 The Regulation Summary Diagram, which includes elements such as other genes in the same transcription unit, the sigma factor involved in transcription, the gene product and complexes formed by it, and different regulators that control transcription, translation, and activity. This example, which describes the trpA gene of Escherichia coli, includes the TrpR transcriptional regulator and the compound tryptophan (which also functions as a transcription regulator), a small RNA molecule that regulates translation of the mRNA, and the compound pyridoxal phosphate that activates the enzyme Fig. 7 The Multi-Genome Browser makes it easy to notice even small differences among related genomic regions. In this example, the genomic regions surrounding the ompW genes of several Escherichia coli strains are aligned adding the ability to paint omics data on top of them (Fig. 9) . Omics data from multiple types of assays, such as microarray expression, proteomics, metabolomics, and reaction flux data, can be superimposed on the overview diagrams. Numeric values associated with the data are mapped to a spectrum of colors, and the color of either nodes or edges in the diagrams is displayed accordingly. The Omics Viewer can show absolute data values (such as the concentration of a metabolite or protein, or the absolute expression level of a gene), or it can be used to compare two sets of experimental data by computing a ratio and mapping the ratios onto a color spectrum. Multiple sets of experimental data can be animated to show, for example, how gene expression levels of enzymes change with time over the course of an experiment. In addition, the omics data can be displayed on a single pathway diagram, and the user can select from several display formats (Fig. 10) .
Data tracks visualization
Using the tracks feature (accessible from the Genome Browser), it is possible to display any type of information with numeric values that correspond to positions on a genetic element, such as ChIP-chip data. The data need to be stored in GFF format (for more information about this format, see http://www.sanger.ac.uk/resources/software/ gff/). Any number of additional tracks can be added. Once a data track has been added, it is possible to toggle its display on and off by checking the appropriate check box under ''External Annotation Tracks''.
Object groups and enrichment analysis
Experimental protocols often yield a set of genes of interest, but the relationships among these genes are not always clear. This tool was designed to help answer the question ''What do groups of genes have in common?'' Enrichment analysis enables users to evaluate over-or under-representation of certain qualities or traits within an object group-for example, determining which genes out of a specified gene group are involved in one or more biological processes. To enable this type of analysis, Pathway Tools includes two functions-a flexible interface that permits the user to define and manipulate object groups, and a statistical analysis engine.
Users can create groups of objects in several ways (see Groups menu in desktop software)-they can import objects from text files (e.g., a list of gene names) or omics datasets, they can search the database and convert the search results to a group (e.g., a group of all the lysine biosynthetic pathways), or they can simply type in the names of the objects that want to include. Once a group has been created, it is extremely easy to automatically transform it to a different type of group. For example, the user can convert a group of pathways to a group of the genes that are involved in these pathways or convert a group of genes to a group of GO terms, to the enzymes encoded by By hovering the mouse cursor over a compound or a reaction, the user can trigger pop-ups that provide information and enable navigation to the relevant compound page, or to a pathway display that retains the omics information (see Fig. 10) Arch Toxicol (2011 Toxicol ( ) 85:1015 Toxicol ( -1033 Toxicol ( 1029 those genes, to the pathways in which those enzymes participate, or to the compounds that are included in those pathways.
It is even possible with a few mouse clicks to combine groups or to filter them and to display the contents of groups on any of the overview diagrams. This last option enables users to instantaneously answer questions, such as ''do the genes in my list tend to cluster on the chromosome?'' or ''do the genes in my list tend to share a regulation scheme?'' (by highlighting the genes on the Genome Overview and Regulatory Overview, respectively).
To answer this type of question mathematically, certain groups can be analyzed by statistical methods for enrichment or depletion of relevant traits. Currently available modes allow analyzing gene groups for enrichment of GO terms, transcriptional regulators, or metabolic pathways (Fig. 11) and analyzing compound groups for participation in pathways. Statistical methods include several flavors of the Fisher exact test (Rivals et al. 2007) , and several options for corrections, including Bonferroni, BenjaminiHochberg, and Benjamini-Yekutieli procedures (Grossmann et al. 2007 ).
Comparative analyses
Comparative analyses allow users to compare data and statistics between PGDBs and generate summaries of individual PGDBs. Currently, Pathway Tools supports comparative analysis of reactions, pathways, compounds, proteins, orthologs, transporters, and transcription units. Once users invoke this type of analysis by selecting Tools ? Comparative Analysis, they can select the types of objects to be compared and specify the organisms they would like to compare. The system will generate comparison tables that include hyperlinks for most of the included objects. These tools can also be used to generate statistical analysis for a single organism.
A different way to compare organisms is achieved via the Cellular Overview diagrams. When displaying the cellular overview of an organism, it is possible to highlight all reactions of the Overview that are either shared or not shared with any or all members of a user-specified group of PGDBs. This highlighting allows the user to easily visualize the similarities or differences of the metabolic networks of several organisms. For example, to facilitate developing antimicrobial drugs, these kinds of analyses provide a convenient means of computationally predicting targets that are present in the microbial pathogens but absent from a mammalian host. A diagram showing the intersection of the metabolic networks of Escherichia coli and Homo sapiens is provided in Fig. 12 .
Modes and platforms of the pathway tools software
The Pathway Tools software can run as either a desktop application or as a web server. An example for the latter is Although the software shares most of its functionality between these two modes of operation, some functionality is available in only one mode or the other. Thus, installing Pathway Tools locally provides access to operations that are not available through the BioCyc.org web site. In addition, local installation is likely to speed up many operations because it eliminates network delays and the sharing of computer resources with other users. The main options that are available only via the desktop mode are PathoLogic (enabling the creation of new PGDBs) and editing of PGDBs. In addition, a number of operations, including some Omics analysis tools, are available only in desktop mode. On the other hand, some comparative genomics tools, the Advanced Query pages, and BLAST searching are available only via the web server. Future versions of Pathway Tools will include more functionality in web server mode. A full comparison of current differences can be found at http://biocyc.org/desktop-vs-webmode.shtml. Fig. 11 Enrichment Analysis. In this example, a group of genes was analyzed for enrichment for pathways. The results show that this group of genes was highly enriched for amino acids biosynthesis pathways, and specifically those for the biosynthesis of histidine, lysine, and proline How to learn more about the MetaCyc family Publications describing new releases of MetaCyc, BioCyc, and EcoCyc occur every other year in the Nucleic Acids Research database issue Keseler et al. 2009 ). In addition, the web-based guides for MetaCyc, BioCyc, and EcoCyc provide more detailed information about the databases (Guide to the MetaCyc Database; Guide to the BioCyc database collection; Guide to the EcoCyc Database, http://biocyc.org/ecocyc/EcoCycUser Guide.shtml). A survey of Pathway Tools capabilities is available , as is a guide to using the Pathway Tools-based websites (How to Use a Pathway Tools Website, http://biocyc.org/PToolsWebsiteHowto. shtml). Tutorial videos on how to use the MetaCyc family of databases and Pathway Tools-based web sites can be downloaded from our web site (BioCyc webinars, http:// biocyc.org/webinar.shtml).
Summary
Recent years have seen a dramatic increase in the number of publicly available metabolic databases, from a handful in the mid-1990s to several thousand today. Many of these databases are generated automatically via software pipelines, resulting in distinct families of databases. The main families are MetaCyc, KEGG, Model SEED, Reactome, and BiGG. The different database families offer different functionalities-for example, the ability to annotate or curate the databases, the availability of different query and analysis options, or the ability to create new custom databases. In this review, we focused on the MetaCyc family, which contains well over one thousand databases, including highly curated model organism databases for Escherichia coli, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Mus musculus, and Arabidopsis thaliana. Many of the databases in the MetaCyc family were created by scientists, rather than by the SRI developers of the software. The Pathway Tools software, which supports these databases, offers a range of software tools for querying and visualizing metabolic networks, as well as for analysis of gene expression and metabolomics data, including visualization of those datasets on metabolic network diagrams, and analysis of overrepresentation of gene and metabolite sets. The MetaCyc family databases are available through a number of web sites around the world, including a collection of more than 1,000 databases at BioCyc.org.
